
Heaven a tricky place... 
 
If you are raising your voice in defence or even if you are carrying a gun to fight for Tigray, then 

only Tigray’s interest, cause alone without any blend of your personal interest that may or may 

not suit Tigray, besmirched or piggybacked onto Tigray’s core needs ought not be seen as a 

heroic  deed. If anything it is a worse type of opportunism no less than an opportunism peddled 

by a street dealer one often comes across these days.  

It is like giving alms or handing a generous sum of money to the homeless in the hope of 

securing a place in heaven. It is not about the plight of the homeless that these persons are 

worried about. It is about themselves alone and in as much as they had a comfortable life on this 

Earth, they are about investing in the same comfort in a heavenly life after. The same goes to 

those who dwell in prayer and spiritual ritual day in day out if their sole aim is to secure a 

heavenly place with little or no worry about the suffering and injustice that goes on in the world 

they now live in.  It a hollow self-serving enchantment to satiate the voice who utter the prayer 

be it a layman or a priest. 

The world is watching the worst barbaric acts of killing. Tigrayans marched out of Humera 

prisons, their hands tied behind their backs, frogmarched to the bank of the Tekeze River, shot in 

the back of their heads and thrown to float is what Hitler never contemplated against the Jewish 

people. 

People may say they have nothing to do with it, except the guilty ones: the Turks and the Arabs. 

But this not an exercise, whoever witnesses such acts of barbarianism in this world and does not 

condemn it, cannot escape the burden of guilt no less than the perpetrators who allow such an act 

to take place. 

A body recovered from the Tekezi River, a victim of Eritrean and Amharas’ savage act of 

barbarity is evidence of their brutality. 

 

 



 

A gruesome act of savagery of Amhara youth in Benshangul Gumuz – see the link here: 

Another Ethnic Violence In Benishangul Region 

In Dibate, a district/Woreda in the Benishangul-Gumuz Region of #Ethiopia, an ethnic Gumuz 

man was beaten to death by an angry #Amhara mob. pic.twitter.com/HUCsvdUC0L 

— Yonas Nigussie (@Yonigussie) September 6, 2021 

 

Watch the  videos 

https://twitter.com/Yonigussie/status/1434942218595340291 

https://twitter.com/hashtag/Ethiopia?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/hashtag/Amhara?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/HUCsvdUC0L
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